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Project Design: 

The Developers are developing a Trip Tracker App. The basic idea of this app is to 

track all the trips taken by the students and save the data for the analysis purpose and 

find the best route etc. 

Initially, they will be including all the following pages in the app. 

1. Student Login Page 

2. New Student Registration Page 

3. Home Page 

4. Trip Start Page 

5. Previous Trip Views Page 

6. Upload Trip Page 

7. Admin Login Page 

 

UI Design: 

The app is a web based application for location tracking and traffic analysis and is 

mainly used by the Traffic Engineers. The Traffic Engineer student can create an 

account in the app and use it to record their trips and save it in the app for the admin 



requirement. Initially, they can create an account using the Student Registration 

Page. Then they are redirected to Login Page where they can log in into their home 

page. Here they have different options like New Trip, Old Trips and Upload a 

Recorded trip. Then they can move to the New Trip option where they can find a 

trip start button. This will take them to the maps which gives them their current 

location and the end location. When they reach the destination, the GPS stops and 

asks to end the trip. Then they get the option to upload their trip to the app. 

 

Heuristic Usability Principles:  

According to the Nielson’s Heuristics and Ambient Heuristics, the following are the 

Usability Principles. 

Sufficient Information Design: The App has enough information to easily 

understand and use the app and does not have unnecessary content. 

Match Between System and real-world: The information in the app is written in 

Standard English language which makes it easy for the user to read. 

Visibility of State: The pages in the web app are clear and easily noticeable and the 

transition between different pages is clear. 

Aesthetics and Pleasing Design: The design of all pages follows the same pattern 

which makes it consistent and simple. 

Useful and relevant information: Each page has just the amount of information 

needed to navigate on that page and additional information is not included as it can 

create clumsy pages. 

Visibility of the system status: The web app gives notifications during a trip which 

could keep the user updated with the latest information. 

User Control and freedom: The user can delete unnecessary or unintentional trips 

that were saved from the Trip History option on the Home Page. 

Error prevention: The user gets popups when starting or stopping as a confirmation 

to implement the following operation. 

Flexibility and Efficiency of use: The web app has a simple user interface and is 

majorly used on mobiles. It prompts regular push notifications to finish a particularly 

sensitive operation. The web app is efficient to use on android or iPhone platforms. 



 

 

Potential Usability Problems:  

1. The color combination chosen for the web app might not be the best choice as 

it makes the information uncomfortable to read. This violates the Aesthetic 

and pleasing design. 

2. The web app doesn’t have a pause or cancel button in between the trip which 

could be a potential problem as it does not support user choices. This violates 

User Control and Freedom. 

3. There is no help option on the home page that could help the students with 

some common issues they have and steps to deal with the issue. This violates 

the Flexibility and efficiency of use. 

4. There is no popup or notification if the GPS stops or loses connection. This 

violates the Error Prevention Principle. 

Critical Usability Concerns: 

1. Lack of Pause or Cancel button in between trip 

2. Lack of Help option in Home Page 

3. Lack of popups for any interruptions in the trip. 

Critical Usability Concern Scenario: 

1. Lack of Pause or Cancel button in between trips: 

When a particular student say Rob tries to cancel or pause a trip as he needs 

to do a detour which is not included as part of the trip then this problem could 

make him do the trip again from the start. This could be one of the most 

concerning issues as it is a lot of physical and time taking work. 

2. Lack of Help option on Home Page: 

If Rob has a problem navigating through the page or has done a mistake and 

doesn’t know how to undo that or who to contact, then a Help Page could help 

him with some simple solution. 

3. Lack of popups for any interruptions in the trip: 

When Rob is on a trip and suddenly if he loses the internet connection or GPS 

signal then a popup about the interruption could same him some time as he 

could try to save the trip until that point and resume the trip and finish it when 

the connection is back. 


